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Introduction
The Living Room project grew out of a growing feeling amongst local church leaders that there
was a need for a safe overnight space where rough sleepers could escape from the cold and
wet, and that this might be a way in which the churches could use their resources to show
God’s love to some of the most vulnerable in our society. In February 2016 Anna Heydon from
‘Imagine Norfolk Together’ was tasked by the Great Yarmouth church leaders’ ecumenical
group to investigate and pursue the possibility of working together with local agencies to make
this happen, as partnership working was felt to be extremely important. It emerged that the
need for a shelter for rough sleepers was a need recognised by professionals from other
voluntary agencies in the town too. Out of this a steering group developed and plans took
shape, with The Living Room eventually opening its doors on the first weekend in January
2017. The Living Room ran every weekend between January and the end of March 2017.

Aims and Vision
Vision:
A town where nobody has to sleep rough on the streets.
Mission:
To open Church halls during the winter months, offering
shelter, hospitality, and hope to people sleeping rough.
Culture and Ethos:
The Living Room believes that every person, regardless of
their circumstances, has great value and significance. Consequently The Living Room seeks to
foster a culture and atmosphere of welcome and mutual respect and warmth.
Aims:
To enable people sleeping rough to have shelter, warmth, and hospitality for some nights every
week during the winter months
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To improve outcomes for people sleeping rough who want to move on to permanent
accommodation.

Funding
A total of £7,922.60 was raised for the first season of The Living
Room, through grant funding (Dreams and Visions), events (Advent
Sleepout), and gifts from individuals and churches. On top of this
numerous gifts in kind, including bedding, food, clothes and toiletries
were received from local people, charities and businesses. There
were many small costs involved in setting up The Living Room for
the first year of running but the biggest cost was employing a Project
Co-ordinator for 20 hours a week.

Location and days
The initial plan was for The Living Room to run 3 nights a week at two church-owned
locations in Great Yarmouth. However due to a change in circumstances, the number of
available locations was reduced to one and The Living Room was able to open just on
Saturday nights. The location for The Living Room was a
church hall owned by the Great Yarmouth parish. It is a
location which was already hosting a lunch drop-in 3 times
a week which is frequently attended by homeless people. It
was therefore a place which was known to those who might
attend The Living Room and also proven as a suitable
space for hosting and hospitality for people in vulnerable
situations. Saturday night was chosen since fewer services are available over weekends and
it can be harder to connect people in crisis with accommodation.

Staffing and Volunteers
A Project Co-ordinator was employed by The Living Room for 20 hours a week over 14
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weeks. The role of the Project Co-ordinator was to receive referrals during the week, find out
further information about the referred people if possible, and to carry out a risk assessment. On
the evening of The Living Room the Project Co-ordinator was present for the first couple of
hours to assist the volunteers, talk through risk assessments and any other issues with
volunteers and

oversee the arrival of the visitors. The Project Co-ordinator also arranged

meetings with our visitors during the week in order to support them one-to-one with making
progress towards permanent accommodation where appropriate. We continue to employ our
Project Co-ordinator at present beyond the end of The Living Room season in order to maintain
and build on the relationships and support for the visitors which began over the winter.
As well as the Project Co-ordinator, The Living Room was also fortunate to have 18 volunteers
fulfilling a number of different roles, including cooking, transporting bedding and equipment,
setting up, welcoming visitors, serving meals, eating and interacting with visitors, washing up,
supervising overnight, preparing breakfast, clearing up and washing and drying bedding. In total
this came to approximately 456 hours of volunteer time. We usually had 3 volunteers present for
the early evening shift and then 2 volunteers for the overnight and morning shifts.
From the feedback forms received from our volunteers and the feedback sessions they attended
it seems in general to have been a very positive experience for them. Comments included the
following:
“safe, warm, friendly, informal”
“kindness compassion friendliness, willingness to help,
offers a family atmosphere.”
“wonderful to hear the guests’ stories and we found
them so friendly and welcoming to us.”
“good to see the visitors relaxed, smiling and happy”
“great experience. Lovely to see people engaging over
activities and meal with each other. Roll on autumn.”
Suggestions were also offered (and gratefully received) for improvement many of which were
immediately adopted and some of which will be considered for the next season. The most
significant of these are addressed later in the report.
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Training
All volunteers attended training run by Anna Heydon (Imagine Norfolk Together), Tim Inger
(Training Connector for Neighbourhoods that Work) and Sue Bryant (Bishop’s Advisor for
Safeguarding, Diocese of Norwich). This training included an overview of the project including its
vision and aims, personal safety training, professional boundaries, and safeguarding. Volunteers
came from five different churches in Great Yarmouth and Gorleston, as well as other members of
the community who responded to publicity.
In addition two meetings were also offered to volunteers during the running of The Living Room in
order to get together, experience peer support and deal with any issues arising.

Referrals and Visitors
In total The Living Room received 11 referrals during it’s opening time, with the numbers
gradually increasing over the period. We continue to receive enquiries even now that the project
has closed. In total 8 different men stayed with us at The Living Room over the time we were
open. The difference between the number of referrals received and number of men who stayed
was largely a result of difficulty in contacting the potential visitors, and also due to the fact that
some of the people referred found accommodation before they attended The Living Room. The
Living Room provided a total of 33 nights off the street for rough sleepers in Great Yarmouth and
54 meals.

Activities
Much of the waking time at The Living Room was spent in
conversation, and this seemed to be highly valued by both our
visitors and volunteers, for whom it provided an opportunity to
get to know each other and build relationships. Meals were
eaten by volunteers and visitors together, again encouraging an
atmosphere

which

was

not

about

‘service’

but

about

‘togetherness.’
Towards the end of the period, we began to introduce some additional activities which were
based on the interests and requests of our visitors: craft, a visiting poet, African drumming and a
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film night. The reasons for introducing these activities were several:


To build on and develop the interests and skills of our visitors, including allowing them
opportunities to take the lead in order to build their self-confidence and
belief in their value and worth.


To create opportunities for shared experiences for

visitors and volunteers, thus deepening relationships
and allowing a multi-directional sharing of skills and
interests.


Activities aided conversation, providing topics of

conversation which were not focussed on the problems and challenges
of life on the streets (there was plenty of opportunity for this at other
times) but instead had a more positive and hopeful tone.


Activities introduced more members of the community into The Living
Room, initiating more relationships and links with others, as well as the potential for
ongoing opportunities for our visitors to develop their interests.

Learning and Development
As a pilot project we have considered the first winter of The Living Room to be an important
opportunity for learning. Outlined below are the key issues arising during the project as
suggested by the steering group, Project Co-ordinator, visitors and volunteers, along with the
agreed resolutions, some of which have already been implemented, others of which will be
implemented next winter.
Referrals and Risk Assessment
Issues: difficulty accessing sufficient information about visitors for risk assessment prior to
attendance at The Living Room, particularly due to difficulty contacting agencies and agencies
being reluctant to disclose information.
Solutions:


Project Co-ordinator has been arranging meetings with individual agency representatives in
order to develop relationships and establish the necessary protocol for sharing of
information.
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Project Co-ordinator continues to be paid for hours for The Living Room partly in order to
maintain and develop relationships with agencies.



Project Co-ordinator not to accept referrals after Friday afternoon for the coming weekend
except in exceptional circumstances where robust information is available.

Communication
Issues arising: Fewer referrals from agencies than expected, even though other visitors report
knowing others who are homeless and would benefit from The Living Room. Difficulty
contacting some potential visitors due to lack of address / phone / email.
Solutions:


Project Co-ordinator now has weekly drop-in time at Great Yarmouth library on a Friday
afternoon in order to meet up with visitors and potential visitors.



Cards have been produced to be given to visitors and potential visitors with The Living Room
contact details and time and place of drop-in.

Shift-pattern
Issues arising: Volunteers report that covering more than one shift is difficult to manage.
Solutions:


Volunteers only put on rota for one shift per night (unless had agreed that happy to do more
than one shift).

Safety
Issues arising: at times if 2 volunteers in kitchen, only 1 volunteer in main room. Visitors arriving
after Project Co-ordinator has left for the evening and volunteers unsure whether to allow in or
not.
Solutions:


2 volunteers to stay in main room at all times.



Arrival window for visitors reduced. Project Co-ordinator stays for an extra hour. No visitors to
be admitted once Project Co-ordinator has left.

Availability and facilities
Issues arising: the primary issue arising from both visitors and volunteers is the need for extra
nights next year and showering facilities.
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Solutions:


Management committee to continue to look for opportunities to access additional premises,
preferably with showers, next winter.

Impact and Outcomes
The basic outputs of the project in terms of referrals and visitors have been detailed above.
However we believe that The Living Room has and will continue to have an impact and
outcomes which surpasses these outputs. During the running of The Living Room our Project Co
-ordinator has been able to work individually with 6 of the visitors, meeting up with them during
the week, in order to help them work towards having a stable income and permanent
accommodation. As a result of this 1 of the visitors is now in receipt of benefits and 2 of the
visitors have been supported to make applications for permanent accommodation. A third visitor
has also found permanent accommodation with the support of another local organisation.

We also believe that The Living Room has also had a positive impact on the physical and mental
wellbeing of the visitors. Our written feedback from visitors includes the following:
“safe warm place to sleep, hot food and drink”
“safe, warm, secure.”
“emotional security, peace of mind, safety. Someone caring and trying to
help.”
“good company and good food.”
Visitors also spoke to us of feeling like their Saturday night at The Living
Room was a ‘holiday’ to look forward to during the week, and two of our
regular visitors spoke of their desire to come back and volunteer next
year when the The Living Room re-opens and they themselves are in better situations.

We also asked our visitors for recommendations for improvements. Their responses were all
around increasing nights which The Living Room was open for and offering more activities within
The Living Room (see above.)
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Case Study
Mark arrived at The Living Room on the second week of opening and then came every week
until The Living Room closed. Mark had become homeless in November 2016 when he tried he
had to change benefits from ESA to Universal Credit. Mark completed his Universal Credit claim
by himself but he omitted some essential information and his claim was closed. From that time
onwards he had no income. Mark was a delight to have at The Living Room, always polite to
volunteers and other visitors.

Mark said that he wanted to leave the streets, but he reported that his previous experiences with
local agencies had left him feeling negative. Mark said that he suffers from depression and
could not cope with dealing with his issues. Mark also reported that he has found the experience
of living in shared accommodation very challenging, including experiences of having his
belongings stolen and disliking being around a number of people with drug or alcohol addictions.
He was unable to rent a house due to his lack of income. Once he started attending The Living
Room, The Project Co-ordinator began to meet Mark on a regular basis one-to-one during the
week, made a support plan with him and accompanied him to a number of different
appointments.

The Living Room supported Mark in a number of ways during the week, including:


Making contact with local agencies



Ordering a birth certificate



Opening a credit union account



Going to the council to apply for Universal Credit..

During his time at The Living Room, Mark expressed that he liked participating in craft activities
and was interested in reading and writing poetry. The team at The Living Room facilitated
different workshops which involved art and crafts, poetry, African Drums and also a film evening.
Mark said that he enjoyed participating in these activities.

By the end of The Living Room, Mark was in receipt of Universal Credit. He had also been
referred by the Project Co-ordinator to a temporary accommodation provider. Mark explained
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that his hope was that he would be able to eventually have permanent accommodation and
would then be able to return to college to study Creative Writing. He also reported that once his
accommodation was sorted, he would like to return to The Living Room as a volunteer to
support other people experiencing homelessness.

Thank you
A huge thank you to everyone who has contributed to helping The Living Room get off the
ground including the following:


Steering group



Parish of Great Yarmouth for allowing us to use their building and for hosting the Advent
Sleepout.



Christchurch Methodist Church for allowing us room to store our bedding



DIAL Great Yarmouth for letting us use their bank account



All volunteers



Dreams and Visions for the initial grant fund



All who have given financially or in other ways



Ana Paula Mela Juiz our fantastic Project Co-ordinator



All our visitors who have been a delight to get to know

What next…?
The Living Room team feel that the need for an overnight provision for rough sleepers in Great
Yarmouth has been proven, and that this is a need which is likely to continue or increase for the
time being.
The Living Room is currently working towards becoming a registered charitable organisation and
aims to open again next winter for rough sleepers in Great Yarmouth.
The priority for The Living Room next year is to be able to increase the number of venues and
nights which we are able to open for rough sleepers. This aim arises from our original vision and
from the suggestions of both our volunteers and visitors.
In the meantime The Living Room is looking to continue to raise funds for next winter but also for
the ongoing employment of our Project Co-ordinator between now and the re-opening.
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Key Facts
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